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The Birth of our Hybrid Voting Systems: STAR Vote (Austin, TX)

By relaying the following information, I am not saying that this technology didn't originate
in Venezuela, or another globalist hub, but that is an aspect I cannot prove. I am saying
that in 2011, in Travis County, TX (Austin), the County Clerk, Dana DeBeauvoir, convened a
panel of technology "experts" from Microsoft, Belgium, and Rice and Berkeley Universities,
as well as other employees of the County Clerk's office, and independent election "experts" as well, to build a new
election system to meet what criteria she had then deemed appropriate. This system is nearly identical to the HART
and ES&S voting systems currently used across the Great State of Texas. This system was dubbed "STAR Vote" and
this title was an acronym describing the new build as a "Secure, Transparent, Auditable, Reliable" Voting system.

As a side note, there exists another voting system called "STAR Vote" which stands for "Score The Automatic Runoff"
which describes a style of voting system very similar to RANKED CHOICE VOTING (RCV), out of Oregon. Their board
has members from Austin, Texas as well, and the choice to name two seemingly unique voting systems with the
same name, different acronyms, is concerning. The choice seems less of a coincidence and more of an effort to
obfuscate the two systems so that critics lose track of which one is which.

The Austin, Texas STAR Vote technology was launched in 2013, as you will see in the video contained in the link
below, as well as in the attached PDF.

DeBeauvoir teamed up with the likes of Dan Wallach and Philip Stark, who both helped in the design of these hybrid
systems. These two men in particular have both written, and testified, in detail about the vulnerabilities in our
electronic voting systems in the past, but have both abandoned their concerns since the outcome of the November
2020 election was announced. In short, they no longer believe so strongly that the machines could be hacked now
that Biden has taken office. This is support for the theory that everything stated by men like Phillip B. Stark, Dan
Wallach and Hari Hursti was meant to serve as a way to debunk an extremely likely Trump win in 2020 as a hack by
Russia.

DeBeauvoir also brought in a non-American man named Olivier, from Belgium, to help design an American voting
system.

The Travis County STAR Vote system seems to be what was sold to HART and ES&S, though I have not yet
independently verified any transactions between these groups. In the video contained in the USENIX link provided
below, Dan Wallach gives a presentation on their new creation, describing the basics on how the new system will
work. Also in this video:

- Dan and crowd mock Election Integrity Activists (may have been a joke due to his then-stance on the hackability of
machines, not so funny now that he has abandoned that position, which was likely his intent as soon as globalists
had control of election systems).

- Dan bastardized Texas Election Laws as if they were funny to him.

- Dan mocks voters, stating that most of us wouldn't notice if their vote changed from their selection on BMDs
(machines) to the PVR (ballots).

- Dan describes a method of tracking votes online.

Context matters, and we know that we must get back to a voting system we can trust. These men have done such a
thorough job of casting doubt on the elections when we all believed Trump would win another term, but have gaslit
the entire nation now that globalists have successfully installed their puppet in the Oval Office and more local offices
to abuse our system more vigorously. These globalists mean to cast our nation into chaos, to breed distrust in one
another and to cast our entire way of life into doubt and insecurity, whether true or not. Whether the machines are
thoroughly breached or not, we must abandon their use in our elections in order to preserve our republican form of
government and our American way of life. Our young nation cannot survive the rifts being torn between factions of
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patriots, we must be able to work together, and we must preserve liberty for our posterity. Please understand that
the agenda was to cast doubt over every good thing, and to replace it with something worse that we also do not
trust. This effort began to take off shortly after the Bush v Gore election issues and has been a growing effort
since that time to create division within our ranks of dedicated patriots.

The only solution is to follow State Election Law, to return to in-precinct voting with paper poll books, paper ballots
which are hand-marked and hand counted. Our elections should be simple enough to explain to our children how to
cast a ballot.

This is all for the children. They deserve the truth, a unified front, and a chance at life, liberty and their own pursuit of
happiness.

Travis County STAR Vote (TX-2011)

https://www.usenix.org/conference/evtwote13/workshop-program/presentation/bell

https://www.google.com/amp/s/www.wired.com/story/dana-debeauvoir-texas-county-clerk-voting-tech-revolution/amp

STAR Vote (Oregon) (Different from TX STAR Vote - same name)

https://www.starvoting.us/

https://www.fairvote.org/electoral_systems_rcv_vs_star_voting

Dan Wallach

https://csweb.rice.edu/news/wallach-leads-rice-researchers-helping-ready-vote-mail-system

https://csweb.rice.edu/news/wallach-shares-security-expertise-2020-election-coverage

https://votingmachines.procon.org/source-biographies/dan-s-wallach/

https://youtu.be/r7tjQNWCGPA

Phillip B. Stark

https://youtu.be/AJz5AkEoA1s

Olivier Pereira
https://perso.uclouvain.be/olivier.pereira/

https://scholar.google.com/citations?user=qRtfawUAAAAJ&hl=en

https://www.researchgate.net/scientific-contributions/Olivier-Pereira-18406328

https://mobile.twitter.com/pereiraucl
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